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US consumer is going strong - dipping into savings to spend? NRF forecasts U.S. holiday retail 

sales to rise between 3.6% and 5.2% over 2019, for a total of $755.3 bilo to $766.7 bio - 

compares with average annual increase of 2.5% over past 5 years. 

 

Trump administration is adding China’s top chipmaker SMIC and national offshore oil and gas 

producer CNOOC to blacklist of Chinese military companies. 

 

OPEC+ officials failed to reach agreement on delaying a planned output hike - if the terms are 

not ironed out, output may rise by 1.9 mbpd as the calendar turns to 2021. 

 

November non-farm payrolls release will be the most keenly watched. The market is expecting a 

500,000 rise. Other releases include ISM mfg, non-mfg ISM, factory orders, trade balance, 

Chicago PMI and ADP payrolls. 

 

Several models have been talking about average USD selling for month-end. USD index: 91.73 

Sept low & 76.4% 2018/2020 rise just hanging in. Sustained 91.70 break would open 88.25 -

2018 base- a severe blow to USD bulls - close today important. 

 

European data this week includes EZ final PMIs, flash inflation, unemployment and retail sales 

& German industrial orders.EU proposes new alliance with U.S. in face of China threat - China 

to show displeasure. 

Last week's bullish outside week -  below 1.1893 -10 dma to end upside bias.1.1974 resistance 

- ECB to get working. 

China-Australia relations dropping to a new low. Australian PM says China should be ashamed 

of fake photo tweet.  

 

China Nov PMIs: Mfg 52.1 (exp 51.5) & Non-mfg 56.4 (exp 56.0). USD/CNH holds its ground 

despite broadly weaker dollar; corporate bids. Markets wary on perception drop overextended 

after near 9% decline since May. Long bets on Chinese yuan near three-year high - signals 

possible squeeze on 6.6030 break. 

 

South Korea is considering up to 4tln won in a 3rd round cash handout 

 

Brexit negotiations restart in person as clock ticks down. Markets optimistic that a last-minute 

deal will be reached, though for sterling, the devil will be in the details. It would be a surprise if 

any agreement is more than basic one. GBP/USD resistances 1.3481 September high, 1.3516 

Dec 2019 top & 1.3677, 76.4% 2018-2020 decline. On no deal, 1.2854 Nov low, 1.2731 200-

dma &1.2676 Sept base are the key supports. Sell for downside with 1.3500 stop. 

 

Better Japanese data- Industrial output rose for fifth straight month. Retail sales grew the most 

in over a year - USDJPY lower as BoJ QE hopes fade. Support at 103.65-75, Nov 18-23 lows. 

Strong ahead of 103.00 - 103.18 Nov 6, 103.20 Nov 9. 



 

USDINR:   73.80 74.00 prevailed as expected. MSCI index rebalancing flows through and the 

aggressive Friday puts the floor.  73.95 74.05 


